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DAYTON, Ohio, November 24, 1980 father Norbert Burns believes that his 
more than 20 years of listening to the problems of married couples gives him an 
edge over the participants in understanding the in's and out's of that institution. 
And with all those years behind him of counseling marrieds and teaching the popular 
Univers i ty of Dayton course on Christian marriage, the religion professor thinks 
that people need more than ever the sense of belonging which the family offers. 
But knowing how to reap that benefit from marriage is an "art," says Burns, that 
takes practice, and more practice. 
The "art of arts, \I as Burns calls fa,,1il:" communication, is "the attempt 
to get two different parties together. The feeling of belonging is the touchstone 
of full human living. It is the family which offers to its members the opportunity 
for this fulfillment. " 
Father Burns sees individuals opting more and more for independence, even 
isolation. Those factors put strain on the oneness strived for by the family, and 
makes imperative the practice of positive family communing. 
Burns stresse s that we have corne upon the times of the "technopolis 
marriage," one that separates instead of unites a couple. Mobility is a factor 
that is changing married life. Couples are traveling more, holding separate jobs, 
and continually moving. "The technopolis marriage is also affected by anonymity, 
where systems of numbers replace an individual's identity and need to be recognized. " 
There is another factor changing the marriage art. "Communicability and 
the media have created a new age with new value systems. A typical example is the 
'Phil Donahue Show' where a controversial topic is aired everyday. " 
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And then there is the changing roles played by women. Because many wives 
are now working, Burns says that a struggle for power has corne about between 
couples. Women in their thirties aren't settling for the status quo. Some are 
making more money than their spouses, "and have consequently been perceived (by 
their spouses) as a threat.8 
A clash exists between the closed marriage, where the traditional roles 
of husband and wife are boxed in by expectations; and the open marriage, where 
couples see themselves as free individuals. Burns feels that acceptance of 
individual differences must corne first. Then t he lines of 
communication between members of a couple will open, and this openness will be 
reflected in the whole family. 
Despite all these interruptions to the family communing process, the gift 
of being "one" in relationships must be exercised, says Burns. And the family is 
the homeland for nurturing this. 
Burns explains that the family must work hard at all of the ways of 
communicating. By gathering as a family and talking on different levels, parents 
are better able to understand their children as individuals having their own gifts, 
limitations, and emotions. Family communing also happens through prayer, playing, 
crying, laughing. In Burns' thinking, it is the sharing of everyday events which 
nurtures the individual. 
The family enables us to truly be ourselves. And as Burns says, "We 
face the challenge of reaching a true belonging in the family in today's 
complicated world through the power of positive communing." 
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